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our services
Remember we use only the highest quality inks and tools to insure

you get the best results possible. Cleanliness, Quality, and your
Satisfaction are always our TOP priority.

MICROBLADING

Do you want to enhance your eyebrows BUT want to make sure they
look natural? Then Microblading is the answer. Microblading is a very
precise technique that I have mastered in which I draw tiny eyebrows
hairs to the areas that need them giving you that perfect natural wake
and ready to go look.

Natural + Low Maintenance

POWDER BROWS | OMBRE BROW 

Do you want to enhance your eyebrows for a filled in look, BUT want to
make sure they look natural? Then my Powder Brow Technique is the
answer. Powder Brow & Ombre Brow is a very precise technique that can
be interchangeable. I have mastered a natural looking shaded fill to the
areas that need to be filled in giving you that perfect naturally filled  in
brow for a ready to go look.

Gorgeous Makeup look

CLICK TO BOOK NOW

https://hersocialsimplified.company.site/
http://www.vagaro.com/TampaBrowStudio/book-now


MICROSHADING | COMBO BROW

If you are looking for the finest blend of both natural hairlike strokes with
shading to add depth and fullness then Microshading | Combo Brows
are your answer. With this dual technique you can have it all.

The Best of both worlds

CLICK TO BOOK NOW

PERMANENT EYELINER

Are you tired of applying your eyeliner and wasting time making it even
every morning.. Why not wake up with precise eyeliner ready to go! This
natural looking lash line enhancement helps to open up the eyes
achieving that eye pop for a perfect smudge-free day!

Top Liner + Bottom Liner

our servicesour services

http://www.vagaro.com/TampaBrowStudio/book-now
http://www.vagaro.com/TampaBrowStudio/book-now


HENNA BROW 

Thinking about Microblading or PMU brows but not ready to commit?
Have full brows but need a glow up?
 
You will NOT want to miss this amazing service that uses a hybrid brow
tint with henna for long lasting temporary results! Tint your brow hair for
up to 6 weeks, while staining the skin for a filled in brow for up to 10 days. 

Tint &No Commitment 

CLICK TO BOOK NOW

SCALP

our servicesour services

BROW WAXING & SHAPING 

Brow wax & shaping from a Brow pro— With 20 years of experience in
Makeup Artistry & Beauty, our brow  shaping skills won’t disappoint!  Our
all sensitive quartz infused wax is risk free, and will leave your brows
looking so fresh.  

So Fresh & So Clean 

http://www.vagaro.com/TampaBrowStudio/book-now
http://www.vagaro.com/TampaBrowStudio/book-now


SALINE REMOVAL

If you have old PMU or tattoos that you need lifted or faded we offer
removal services to help you. Please note that depending on how old
your previous work is will determine how many session you may need to
achieve your best results.

Lift and Fade Old tattoos

CONSULTATIONS

There is nothing more that we want for you then to feel comfortable and
safe with us. So if you have any questions or concerns we would be
honored to answer them during this FREE consultation session. Please
come prepared with a list of your questions and any inspo photos.
Can't wait to you.

We can also consult via email or text with photo & video share:
TampaBrowStudio@gmail.com
813-683-0879 

Let''s Chat

CLICK TO BOOK NOW

our servicesour services

https://hersocialsimplified.company.site/
https://hersocialsimplified.company.site/


MICROBLADING

500
NATURAL HAIR LIKE

STROKES THAT LAST UP

TO 2 YEARS WITH THAT

WAKEUP AND GO EASY

MAINTENANCE FEEL

2nd Session $150

MICROSHADING
COMBO BROWS

500

POWDER
BROWS

500

BOOK NOW BOOK NOWBOOK NOW

pricing
We pride our business on offering the latest techniques paired with the
highest quality inks and tools. We are extremely proud of our passion for

excellence and pursuit of mastery in our skills as we take continuing
education and mastery classes to always strive for client perfection.

THAT GORGEOUS

FLUFFY POWDERY  

MAKEUP LOOK WITH

LITTLE TO NO EFFORT

EVERY DAY.

2nd Session$150 

A PERFECT POWDER

MAKEUP LOOK THAT IS

BOTH STUNNING &

SOFT. 

2nd Session $150

WWW.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.COM

http://www.vagaro.com/tampabrowstudio/book-now
http://www.vagaro.com/tampabrowstudio/book-now
http://www.vagaro.com/tampabrowstudio/book-now


SALINE
REMOVAL 

275

LIGHTEN & LIFT AWAY

OLD MICROBLADING

OR PMU FOR FULL

REMOVAL, OR A FULL

BROW CORRECTION. 

HENNA BROW

65

EYELINER

500

BOOK NOW BOOK NOWBOOK NOW

pricing
We pride our business on offering the latest techniques paired with the
highest quality inks and tools. We are extremely proud of our passion for

excellence and pursuit of mastery in our skills as we take continuing
education and mastery classes to always strive for client perfection.

THAT GORGEOUS  EYE

ENHANCEMENT WITH  

A LITTLE POP, FOR

LITTLE TO NO EFFORT

EVERY DAY.

2nd Session $175

A PERFECT BROW

REFRESHER, FOR A TINT

THAT LASTS UP TO 6

WEEK FOR THE BROW

HAIR, AND UP TO 10

DAYS AS A FILL. IN TINT. 

WWW.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.COM

http://www.vagaro.com/TAMPABROWSTUDIO/BOOK-NOW
http://www.vagaro.com/TAMPABROWSTUDIO/BOOK-NOW
http://www.vagaro.com/TAMPABROWSTUDIO/BOOK-NOW


Why choose us
LET'S KEEP IT REAL!

There are a LOT of choices out there BUT
here is why you should chose ME!

WWW.TAMPABROW STUDIO.COM

First let's talk about the LEGAL Stuff.
I am certified, insured, licensed and
passed all health inspections. 

Second I am really good at what I do -
but don't take my word for it... Here are
what real clients have said about using
my services.



Angi is Ahhhhmazing! My brows have never looked
better. I was so nervous but she immediately put
me at ease with her calm demeanor. She is
professional, does quality work,  and when it
comes to brows she is truly a perfectionist. She
takes her time to ensure you will LOVE the result I
cannot wait to go back for my touch up! 
-Renee

Angela gave me an awesome experience and getting
my eyebrows done. She is professional Angela gave
me an awesome experience in getting my eyebrows

done. She is professional and extremely friendly. I
brought her a picture of how I wanted my eyebrows

done and she nailed it. I am extremely happy with
how my brows turned out. Word of advice – trust

the process and you will not be disappointed.
-Michelle.



Angi is Great! She is very personable, takes
 her time, and makes sure you like how it 
looks. She is a true perfectionist and artist.
I love the way my brows look. Definitely 
worth the money and time spent getting 
these done. 
-Praema 

Angi absolutely knows what she is doing, not to
mention she is the sweetest person! Being blonde
with light (almost nonexistent) brows, I was
initially worried about the coloring of how
Microbladed brows would look, but her product
and technique had them coming out looking
AMAZING! Having Microblading and brows makes
a huge difference that you will not regret, I 100%
recommend her for the service and even referred a
few of my friends that also love the results. Thanks
Angi!
-Lindsay 



THE PROCESS
Here is how the Permanent Makeup process works

CONSULTATION

1. Before we do any services I want you to feel 100%
comfortable and confident so this is where we answer all of
your questions so we are on the same page. Consultations
are done at the beginning of your appointment, or can be
done via email, text, or in person prior to scheduling. 

SHAPING2. We will discuss your bone structure, check out your
dream brow photos and map out your best brows for your
face and you will be able to fine tune it to perfection.

Color & Ink3. Next we will blend and create the perfect color, get you
numbed up and lay down the ink. Don't worry you should
feel little to NO PAIN during the entire service.

Perfecting Session4. After about 2 weeks from your 1st session you will be fully
healed. At 6 weeks you can come on back in if you see
anything that needs perfected or added.

Session appointments can range from 2-3 hours

WWW.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.COM



PROJECT TIMELINE

1ST SESSION OF INK

SHAPING
COLOR

FREE EMAIL, TEXT,
OR FACETIME
CONSULT

2ND IN PERSON
APPOINTMENT

1ST IN PERSON
APPOINTMENT

CONSULT

if needed
PERFECTING SESSION

HOW TO BOOK
You can book your own appointment using our online

scheduler to find the best date and time for you.

CLICK TO BOOK NOW

http://www.vagaro.com/TAMPABROWSTUDIO/BOOK-NOW


What we need from you
Permanent Makeup is a team effort with you and I... and to ensure you get

the best results possible here is what will be needed from you.

Clear Communication

Realistic Expectations

Ability to follow the After Care
during the healing process
Scheduling any follow up
sessions in a timely manner

What you will get from us

Professionalism & Patience

Highest quality inks

Excellent customer service

Advanced skills and techniques

WWW.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.COM
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Prior PMU?
What if you have previous PMU work

done by another artist?
I am still excited to work on you BUT I will need to see your prior

work FIRST before booking so here is what you need to do.
Please take 3 photos to send over.

Make sure you have NO makeup over previous work
NO filters AND Good Natural lighting.

Send photos to TAMPABROWSTUDIO@GMAIL.COM



PAYMENT
WE ACCEPT CASH, ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS, 

VENMO, APPLE PAY, AND AFTERPAY VIA AFTERPAY APP 

PAYMENT POLICIES

A NON-REFUNDABLE Deposit is required to book your appointment
using our online scheduler and all major credit cards are accepted
ON the day of service we kindly ask for either CASH for your
remaining balance or be ready to pay with a major credit card but
please keep in mind an additional service fee of 3% will be added to
use your credit card.

1.

2.

CANCELATIONS

Please give us at least 48 hours notice to Cancel so we can fill your spot
Please give us at least 48 hours notice if you need reschedule
NO Shows or NO Calls will be charged 50% of the service fee and banned
from booking any future appointment at our establishment.
NO additional Guests are allowed during your service so please be sure to
make accommodations for your little ones.

1.
2.
3.

4.

CLICK TO BOOK NOW

We understand that life happens we just kindly ask that you communicate
so we can support you in the best way possible while respecting our

business and the ability to make enough income to pay our expenses.



the next steps...
If you have any further questions please feel free to use the
Contact info below to reach out to us

PHONE: (813) 683 -0879 

 EMAIL: TampaBrowStudio@Gmail.com

CONTACT US

By Appointment Only

Monday thru Friday 9:30am - 9:30pm 

Business Hours

If you are ready to book your appointment please use the "book
now" button below to secure your spot today

CLICK TO BOOK NOW

WWW.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.COM

http://www.vagaro.com/tampabrowstudio/book-now


Permanent Makeup is a form of tattooing and I
know many of us associate great pain with a
tattoo BUT that is just not the case with the
modern advances in permanent makeup. For
starters our tools and ink are very precise and
create the least amount of trauma possible
and you will be happy to know that we also use
numbing agents to be sure your service is the
most comfortable as possible with little to NO
pain at all.

Does it hurt?

NO we do NOT shave off your eyebrows. We
will however spend some time mapping out
your best eyebrow shape and removing any
surrounding hairs via tweezing to show you
your new shape. 

Do you shave my eyebrows?

As with any service we want to know how
long is the healing time. With permanent
makeup we are implanting ink under the
layer of skin and creating a wound. The
healing process takes 7-12  days but you can
return to work the very same day with almost
NO noticeable wound at all. Be warned your
co-workers may notice your incredible new
brows!

How long is the down time?

FAQ

WWW.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.COM



Must be 18 years of age or older
Not Pregnant or Nursing
Not on any blood thinning medication
Not Diabetic
NO skin sensitivities, open wounds,
eczema around the treatment area
NO Botox or Dysport within 2-4 weeks of
appointment date
NOT on acutane for the last 6 months

Is PMU for you?

WWW.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.COM

Permanent Makeup is an incredibly safe procedure for a healthy
individual. Because PMU does cause a skin trauma and your

body must react in a proper healing manner you must meet the
following health requirements for the best possible results:

Skin Type...
We all have a unique skin type whether it be oily, dry or combination
and PMU can heal differently according to your skin type. When we
do your consult and I understand your brow goals I will recommend
the best technique for you so having an open mind will allow me to

guide you to your best results.



About Us
Growing up in the 90’s brought all kinds of fashion influences—the  

most memorable being super thin eyebrows to the point of no return!
After 20 amazing years in the beauty industry, I found Microblading in

2016 and I knew this was a career shift made for me! 
After getting my brows done I was transformed into a NEW woman!!! I
had confidence, I had increased self-esteem and LOVED MY BROWS. I

felt amazing and it was that exact day that I wanted to help other
women feel the same. So I did! 

5 years and 4 certifications later I have performed over 1000 services
and wake up loving every day looking forward to having my clients fall

in love with their brows again.
I would have never thought that Brows would be such a huge part of

my life - but I want to take a moment to thank the 90’s for helping me
find my life's passions. I can't wait to meet you.

- Angi 

A little bit about myself

www.TAMPABROWSTUDIO.com



ARE
YOU

ready?
BOOK TODAY

http://www.vagaro.com/TAMPABROWSTUDIO/BOOK-NOW

